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o q The Shewhart and CUSUM control chart techniques have found wide application in the manufacturingıOf) J ~ndustries. However, work.pıece quality has also been greatly enhanced by rapid and precise individual

( Q~ ,0, ıtem measurements ond by improvements in automatic dynamic machine control. One consequence is) r \\ a growıng sımılarıty ın ıhe control problems faced by the workpiece quality control engineer and his
6V1 ! campatrioı in the conlınuous process industries. The purpose of this paper is ta exposit o control chart

i ıechnique that may be ol value lo both manufacturing and continuaus process quality control engineers:

(6/1.~ the exponentially we,ghıed moving average (EWMA) control chort. The EWMA has its origins in the
..-p early work of economeırıcıans, and although its use in quality control has been recognized, it remains

. ~ "/,"" a largely neglecıed ro ol. The EWMA chart is easy t~ru!Ş.'t-İQ jnterpret, and its controllimits are
-. ' easy to obtain, further. rhe EWMA leads naturalır to an empirical dynamic control equation.

~".-:-,'

1,

introd il('ii()rı

'lf'HE exponentially.\·pl"lıt,'u movıng average
II (EWMA)has been arou nu a ıona ume. TheEWMA

in quality control chartinz ';";L~ .ırst exposıted by Rob-
erts (1959) in a tandmark papvr :rı which the author
compared the average run I"[\j.(thsor" the EWMAchart
(there called "the geometrıe rnovıng average chart")
te-the Shewhan chart and ot lu-r sırnple moving av-
erage schemes, The EWMA alsa found early applica-
tion in economics (Muth [l9601), and in inventory
control and forecasting (Brown [l 0621). The industrial
uses of the EWMA were discussed by Freund (1962),
and modifications by Stewart i 1970), and Wortham
and Henrich (1972). The EWMA has. however, seldom
been employed by quality control engineers. This is
doubly unfortunate since the EWMA can be viewed
as a compromise between the Shewhan and CUSUM

~arting procedures, and perhaps more importantly,
L-asa method for establishing re;ıl-tlme dynamic control

of industrial procesşes We bezin wıth a brief descrip-
tıon of the associated Shewhan and CUSUM chartirıg
procedures.

In all that follows, observanorıs Yı ct = 1, 2, ... ,
T) are assumed to be seq ue nt ıally recorded and the
observations, or some funetıon of the observations,
plotted for the purpose of controlling a manufacturing
process, In each case the plotted point is compared to
control limits, and if found to be beyond these critical
boundaries, declared a signal that the observed process
requires attention. In this paper all descriptions and
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comparisons of charting techniques will~the
observations to be normally distributed. ~= 11
+ E, where 17 is the mean of the process and the errors
E, are normally and independently distributed with
zero mean and corıstant variance.

The Shewhart Control Chart

In a Shewhart control chart upper and lower control
limits for the plotted points are established around
the process mean 17 at positions 11 ± 3a, the "three-
sigma" limits where ır is the standard error of the
points plotted. In a process under ideal control the
mean 17 will equal a fixed target value T required by
the process specifications. A signal that the observed
process requires attention is given whenever the most
recent plotted point falls outside the control limits.
This method of process control charting is called a
Shewhart chart to honor its originator, Dr. W. A.
Shewhart (1931, 1938).

In practice the Shewhart control chart is established
ernpirically. Usually, repeated random homogeneous
samples of four or five observatiorıs each are gathered
from the process, and, based upon the sample averages
y and rarıges R (or estimates s of the standard devia-
tion), empirical control charts are established with
the center line of the chart the grand averagey; Many
approaches for establishing the three-sigma upper and
lower control limits for the Shewhart control chart
are in use, each dependent upon knowledge about the
mean, variance and target values and eachwith its
own set of constants. See ANSı; ASQC Al (1978, Table
1), Grant (1952), Hansen (1963), Duncan (1974), and
Grant and Leavenworth (1980).
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The standard Shewhart chart with its ±3u limits
only rarely provides a signal when the current process
is at its mean level, thus keepıng the Type i error, or
"a risk," srnall. Freunds (1957) aeeeptanee control
eharts provide eontrollimits that sirnultaneously con-
sider both the Type i and Type II errors (i.e., both a
and (3).

The CUSUM Chart

An alternative method for plottıng sequentialiy re-
corded observations y, is to plot their eumulative sum
r '
L: y" agairıst time t. Or, rather than the eumulative
'-1
sum of the observations, one can use the eumulative
sum of the deviations

d, = Yı - c'

where C is some eonvenient corısıant. usually the tar-
get value T. Thus a CUSl.JMehan ıs the quantity

/
r

s; = L (y, - i;i = = J,
ı-i ;- ı

(2)

plotted agairıst T.

England by Page (1954). Other ımp6ffiin ear y con-
tributors are Bamard (1959), Ewan and Kemp (1960)
and Johnson and Leone (1962). Ewan (1963) provides
an excellent expository article on the CUSUM, and a
smail text elucidatirıg CUSUM procedures was au-
thored by Woodward and Goldsmıth (1964).

If the mean 17 of the observed values y, equals the
r

targer value, T, then ST = L: d, will plot as a random
'-i

walk, that is, ST will wander randamly about zero.
However, should the mean of the process differ by a
slight amount o from the targer value. then the ex-
pected value of ST will add cı with each observation.
The plot of ST thus increases or deereases depending

1- gp the sign of cVTherefore. when plotting a CUSUM
i chart the analyst watches for a change in the sJope
, of the plot of ST as an indicatıon of a shift in mean

away from target.
,/ Surprisingly, even when the mean is on target, the

CUSUM ST can wander remarkably far and give the
appearance of a change in mean. For statistieal process
control purposes the CUSUM chart is often accom-
panied by a "V" mask. The mask is in the shape of a
V placed sidewise (» with its verrex placed a fixed
distance from the last plotted CUSUM point. As long
as the entire historical track of S, lies within the
branches of the V, no signal is provided. A signal that
the process needs attention occurs when any sıngle
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point of the ST plot falls outside the branches of
the V.

Unlike the Shewhart chart, the control limit pa-
rameters (the lead distance and interior angle of the
V mask) take into account both the a and {3risks along
with the size of the shift o felt to be economically
important. Detailed instructions on the construction
of the V mask are given in Johnson and Leone (1977).

Many variations of the CUSUM are possible. if in
equation (2) one uses the quantity C = T ± 6/2, the V
mask converts into two separate pairs of parallel con-
trollimits similar in appearance to the Shewbartchart,
one pair of controllimits for C = T + 0/2, andasecond
for C = T - 0/2. A single pair of these controllimits
can be used as a one-sided CUSUM chart. In these
instances only those values of ST with the same sign
as o are pJotted. For example, should o he positive and
the CUSUM ST go negative because of an observed
series of negative recordings of d, = y, - (T + 0/2),
the n ST is simply recorded as equal to zero. A one-
sided CUSUM chart thus occasionaliy "ignores" ob-
served values of d, having a sigrı opposite to Ô. The
pJot of ST restarts with the first d, with the same sign
as o. Recently Lucas and Crosier (1982) have proposed
important modifications to the CUSUM chart that
provide for early detection of process shifts.

Weighting the Histoncal Data
One key to understanding the differences hetween

the Shewhart, CUSUM,and EWMA control charts rests
in knowing how each charting technique uses the data
generated by the production process. For the classical
Shewhart chart (where by "classical" we mean for
the moment to ignore the use of runs) the signal that
the process may be out of control is the appearance
of a single point falling beyond the 3ulimits.ln terms
of a weightingjunction, the signal thus depends entirely
on the Jast plotted point; that is, the weight given the
last plotted point is w, = ı, and the weights given to
all previous values are W'-k = O for k :2: L For the
ordinary CUSUM chart the out of control signal de-

r
pends upon the sum ST = L dı. Of course, in

'-Icomputing a sum each erıtry has equal weight, and
thus the most recent d, is equal in ırıfluence to the
most ancient, and w, = I/n for all t.

The weighting functions for the classkal Shewhart
chart and for the ordinary CUSUM chart are displayed
in Figures ıa and 1b. The reader will note that for the
purpose of providing signals the classical Shewhart
chart has no memory. That is, it ignores the immediate
history. The ordinary CUSUM chart, however, has an
elephant-like mernory, giving equal attention to the

.- -~.
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most ancient datum as w--ll as the most recent. Of
course, the Shewhart chart wıth runs does use the
historical data, and varıous Iorrns of the CUSUMchart
will ignore portions of the lustory. In both instances
the data weighting functıons wıll therefore differ from
those displayed. Our purpose here is to illustrate in
its simplest form how the charts weıght the data.

The Moving Average
The desire to employ histor ıcal data more resource-

fully has occasionally led to the use of the rnoving
average. A plot of a movırıg average of k = 5 obser-
vations simply displays the average of the five most
recent observations. Eaeh newentering observation
forces the oldest in the group out of the computation.
The weighting function for a ınovıng average of k
= 5 is displayed in Figure le. One may question the
reasonableness of giving equal ırnportance to the most
recent k observations and zero ımportance to all pre-
vious. The movirıg average srnooths a time series.
Further, as illustrated in Nelson (983), the rnovirıg
average can produce cyelic and trend-like plots even
when the original data are themselves independent
random events with a tixed rnearı. This eharaeteristie
lessens its usefulness as a control meehanism.

Vol. 18, No. 4, October 1986

The EWMA
The exponentially weighted moving average

(EWMA) is a statistic with the characteristic that it
gives less and less weight to data as they get older and
older. A plotted poırıt on an EWMAchart can be given
a lorıg memory, thus providing a chart siınilar to the
ordinary CUSUM chart, or it can be givena short
memory and provide a chart analogous to a Shewhart
chart, An example of a weighting funetion for a
EWMA is displayed in Figure Id.

The EWMA is very easily plotted and may be
graphed simultaneously with the data appearing on
a Shewhart chart, T~ best plotted one time
position ahead of the most recerıt ahsetvation. Later
discussion win show the EWMAma be vıewea as the
forecast or the next observation, but that
bother us ere. ur ımmediate purpose is only to plot
the statistic. The EWMAequals the present predicted
value plus >.. times the present observed. error of pre-
diction. Thus,

EWMA= Yı+! = Yı + >..eı (3)

= Yı + >"(yı - yı) (4)

Journal of Quality Technology
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where

y,+ı = predicted value at tıme i + i (the new EWMA)
y, = observed value at time ı
y, = predicted value at tıme ı(the old EWMA)
e, = y, - Yı = observed error at time ı

and .\ is a constant (O < A < I) that determines the
depth of memory of the EWMA.

Equation (4) can be written as

Yı+! = .\y, + (1 - .\)Y,.

Plotting the EWMA
To plot the EWMA, let the symbol • stand for pre-

dieted values and. for observed values. We now pro-
-pôse to plot simultaneousty the observations y, and

the EWMA y,+ı on the same graph. Data for the ex-
ample are given in Table 1 Leı A = 0.5 and suppose
at t = Oa process trıought to he under control has a
target value > = 50. Tü ıruuate the EWMA. set the
initial predicted value Yı equal to the target value and
plot it at position t = ı. The rirst observed value Yı
= 52 is nowalsa plotted at posıuon i = 1 as showrı in
Figure 2a. The observed error t'ı equals 2.0. The rıext
predicted value Y2 is obtained usm z equation (3). Thus
Y2 = 50 + 0.5(52 - 50) = 51 as ıllustrated in Figure
2b. When the second observed value Y2 = 47 is ob-
tained, Figure 2e can be constructed. The observed
value Y2 is first plotted and then the new predicted

(5)

•
•

*time

(o i (bı (c) (d)

FIGURE2. The EWMA, Indicoted by the ., is Computed
ot Time t but Plotted ot Time Posttion t + 1. Observations
ore indicoted by •.

value Ya = Y2 + .\e2 = 51 + 0.5(47 - 51) = 49. The
fourth predicted value, displayed in Figure 2d, is ob-
tained onee the third observed value Y3 = 53 is in hand.
Thus Y4 = Ya + O·5(Ya - Y3) = 51, and SO on. The pre-
dieted values, the y,+ı, are the EWMA.

The eurrent EWMA contains all the historical in-
formation and the re is no need to keep records of the
previous observations or their weights. The new
EWMA, Yı+!, is simply updated by adding >ıs, to the
old EWMA, Yı. After a little practice, plotting the
EWMA is almost as easy as plotting the successıve
observations.

TABlE 1. EWMA forecast Computotions Using Vorious Values of .\

), - 0.5 1.=0.8 ~-O.2

obs EWMA e EWM.A e, EWMA ••
1 52.0 (50.00) 2.00 (50.00) 2.00 (50.00) 2.00
2 47.0 ')1.00 -4.00 51.60 -4.60 50.40 -3.40
3 53.0 49.00 4.00 47.92 5.08 49.72 3.28
4 49.3 ')100 -1.70 51.98 -2.68 50.38 -1.08
5 50.1 SO.15 -0.05 49.84 0.26 50.16 -0.06
6 47.0 50.13 -3.13 50.05 -3.05 50.15 -3.16
7 51.0 -18.56 2.44 47.61 3.39 49.52 l.48

'1

8 50.1 497il 0.32 50.32 -0.22 49.82 0.28
9 51.2 49.94 1.26 50.14 1.06 49.87 1.33 .'.

-~'."10 50.5 50.57 -0.07 50.99 -0.49 50.14 0.36 .-;.r
II 49.6 50.54 -0.94 50.60 -1.00 50.21 -0.61

....
.~.;

12 47.6 50.07 -2.47 49.80 -2.20 50.09 -2.49 ~113 49.9 48.83 1.07 48.04 1.86' 49.59 0.31
14 51.3 49.37 1.93 49.53 1.77 49.65 1.66
15 47.8 .='O:ı'3 -2.53 50.95 -3.15 49.98 -2.18 ..•.~.

16 51.2 49.07 2.13 48.43 2.77 49.55 ·İ.66
17 52.6 ')0 1:3 2.47 50.65 1.95 49.88 .2.72
18 52.4 51.37 1.03 52.21 0.19 50.42 '1.98
19 53.6 ')1.88 172 52.36 1.24 50.82 2.78
20 52.1 ')2.74 -0.64 53.35 -1.25 51.37 , 0~?:3
21 ')2.42 52.35 51.52

Journol of Qualily Technology Vol. 18,No. 4, Odobed986"
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The Weiahtinz Co nstarıt A
As shown in the Appeucn x t hr- ~:\li\1A can be writ-

ten as

where the w, are weıghts .ır«:

U;, =,\( 1 -.\ i'

, '-

The sum of the weights ~ ır, = i The constant \

determines the "rrıemory "t' t hı- r:\i; \1Astatistic. That
is, \ determines the rate of <ipcn' ,ı!' the weıghts and
hence the amount of inror m.n ıon ' •...cured from the
histarical data. Note now rkıt .l" .\ - 1. u.i - i and
Yı+ı practically equals t1W ll\f"i ,,'('ı'il! observatıon Yı.
When the process is und"r, ,ııır,.! ,lIıd'\ = ı. points
plotted on the classical Slır-wlı:trt ' :ı:ırt and those on
an EWMA chart are thprf'!',r,' ::11111,tıo ual ın their
ability to detect sigrıals ',i 1-'I'lf::ır,·" ıronı assurnp-
tıons. As \ - O.the most rı" "'111, lıst'f\':ıııon has small
weight, and previous observ.ın.u.-, ıı":ır -quat (though
lower) weıghts. Thus. as ,\ - i' : iı<' r:WMA takes on
the appearance of the ['I'sı \1:'1:1, f-:WMAcontrol
chart for values of O < x . ıands between the
Shewhart and CUSUM control .na rts ın ıts use of the
histarical data.

./-- The choice of \ can be Iİ-Ir i" : ~ii' judgrnent of the
quality control analyst. [XPPı'II'IlCt' wıth econometric
data suggests values of' A = r i ~ ~-~J-I-1'he smaller the
value of \ the greater the ıriıru~,)f the histarical
data. For example, using equauon ı';") with \ = 0.3,
the most recerıt Yı has weıght U ;, w lule 1/1-10 has weight
\cı - \yo = 0.0085; that is. onl v u, iU/ W, = 0.028 or
approximately 3% the weızh: ,ıı' rhp most recent ob-
servatiorı. However, with ,\ = i i ı (,tıservation Yı-ıo has
weight W,-ıo= 0.0349 or approx ım.ıtelv :35% the weight

~ of the most recent observauon

The parameter \ can be •.suruan-u usmg an iterative
- j/ 1~(l.Stsquares procedureyl'o illust rau-, suppose the ob-
fr Lservatıons Yı, Y2, ••. ,Y'2fJ llstr-d III l'able 1 had been

gathered from a process wıth urg,'ı value T = SObefore
\ had been chosen. The analyst tl" consıdering the
data as new data arriving scq ur-n11:111\'. could for dif-
ferent values of \ compute t hı- «orresponding se-
quential set of predicted values ü based on the EWMA
as illustrated in Table 1. For ,\ = ı) :) the surn of squares
of the errors associated wu h :h•. ıırpdıcted values in

'2fJ

Table 1 is i e? = 89.66, for ,\ ~ r i ,~the error sum of
'-l~ ~

squares is i e? = 117.39 and r, .r ,\ (i ~. ~ ei = 78.02.
ı-I :-1
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Based upon this very limited evidence the value \
= 0.2 is preferred since it provides the smallest error
sum of squares. The 'best' estimate, the least squares
estirnate, is \ = 0.112. In practice, at least fifty obser-
vations should be employed in such estirnation pro-
cedures.

EWMA Control Limits
(7) As shown in the Appendix, the variance of the

EWMA is
Var(EWMA) = [A!(2 - A)]a2

andthus
O'EWMA = [VC2 - \)r50',

An estimate of a2 can be obtained from the minimum
error sum of squares i eT obtained while estimating
x. That is.

T

ô-2= LeT/(T- I}

When the Shewhart and EWMA charts are constructed
and plotted simultaneously O'EWMA can be estirnated
from the information used in establishing the three-
sigma Shewhart control limits. That is,

<1EWMA= [\/(2 - \)rs<1Shew/lart.

The three-sigma control limits for the EWMA are

T ± 3{Ô-EWMA]' ...dt

For this example, with the target value T = 50 and A
= 0.5 the three-sigma limits for the EWMA are

50 ± L 73ô-Shewhart .

The Shewhart and the EWMA control limits may
be conveniently placed on the same chart, and both
Yı and the EWMA co-plotted as indicated in Figure 3_
Using <1shewhart = 1.5 the three-sigrna Shewhart control
limits for the plotted Shewhart points (usually aver-
ages) are given by 50 ± 4.5, and the three-sigma control
limits for the plotted EWMA forecasts (constructed
from the Shewhart points) by 50 ± 2_6, In either case
a "sigrıal" is produced whenever the last plotted point
falls beyond its appropriate controllimits. In this ex-
arnple, at time position t = 19 the EWMA(the forecast)
falls beyond the upper control lirnit for the EWMA, a
signal that the process needs immediate attention.

In practice the classical Shewhart chart (only the
last plotted point falling outside the 30' limits providing
a signal) is aided by the use of runs. For example, two
out of three successive points falling within the region
17 ± 20' and 17 ± 30', or six points in sequence above the
chart's center line, are frequently taken to be signals
that the process is no longer under control, see Nelson
(1984). Ernploying runs provides an informal use of

.' -'::

. ""y-
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FIGURE 3. Observatıons y (.) and the EWMA ı.} Co-plotted With Their Upper and lower Controllimits.

the recem history and ın :n« narıds otan experienced
arıalyst, can make the She whart chart take on the
aspects of the EWMA .hart. However, the EWMA
chart provides a regular and formal use of the hister-
ical data. Runs and all other data configurations are
encompassed in the EWMA forecast. Further, once
the EWMA has been computed it contains all the in-
formation provided by the lustorical record. There is
no need to sa ve or. as in the C3.Seof the modified
CUSUM, to give occasional zero weights to recorded
observations.

Process Control
~ The EWMA can be used as a dynamic process con-

trol tool. When the process rnearı 11 is on the target
(i.e., 11 = T) all three chartirıg procedures, the Shew-
hart, CUSUM and EWMA, are roughly equivalent in

"LıI._ their ability to monitor deparnıres from target. How-
~ ever, the EWMA provides a forecast of where the pro-

\ cess will be in the next instarıce of time. It thus pro-
l> vides a mechanism for dyruımıc process control.

To control a process it ıs conveniem to forecast
where the process will be in the next instance of time.
Then, if the forecast shows a future deviation from
targer that is too large, some e!eetro-mechanical con-
trol system or process operator can take remedial ac-
tion to compel the forecası to equal the targer. In
modern manufacturıng, and particularly where an
observation is recorded on every piece manufactured
or assembled, a forecast based on the unfolding his-
torical record can be used to ırutıate a feedback control
loop to adjust the process.

Journal af Quality Techn%gy

Of course, if an operator is part of a feedback control
loop he must know what corrective action to perform.
and care must be taken to avoid iri.flating the yari-
ability of the process by making changes too often.
But control erıgineers lorıg ago leamed how to close
the feedbaek loop linking foreeast and adjustmeiıt to
target. The same information feedback loop exists in
many situations whieh only the operator can control. "7

The EWMA ehart not only Erovides the operator with
a forecast, but also with eontrollim!ts to infoinı. when

_.the..loı:e.cast. is st.atjsticall~ignttiçantly distant from
_the target. Thus, when an EWMA signal is obtained,
appropriate eorreetiye aetion based on the SIZeof the
foreeast can often be devised. -

The Empirical Control Equation

The EWMA can be modified to enhance its ability
to foreeast. In situations where the process mean
steadily trends away from target the EWMA can be
improved by adding a second term to the EWMA pre-
dietion equation. That is,

Modified EWMA = Yl+l = Yı + ~ıeı+ ~2 L8,

where Aı and A2 are eonstants that weight the error
at time ı and the sum of the errors accumulated to
time t. The eoeffieients Aı and .\2 can be estimated
from historical data by an iterative least-squares pro-
eedııre similar to that illustrated earller for the esti-
mation of A in equation (3),

A third term can be added to the EWMA predietion
equation to give the empirical control equauon

Vol. 18, No. 4, October J986
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y' -:
where the symbol v rrıeans [he tirst difference of the
errors e,; that is 'le, = e, - ">!. Note now that the
forecast YL+I equals the preserit predıcted value (zero
if the process has been adjusted to the target) plus
three quantities: one proporııonal to e" the second a
function of the sum of the e.. and the third a function
of the first difference of the e,. These terms are sorne-
times called the "proportıonal". "integral", and "dif-
ferential" terms in the process control engıneers basic
proportional, integral. differentıa! ("PID") control
equation. The parameters '\',. ,\,~and ;\,3 weight the
histarical data to give the besı Iorecast.

The EWMA may th us hp vu-wed as more than an
aiterrıative to either the Shvwhart or the CUSUM con-
trol charts. The EWMA ma v ;l!SO be vıewed as a dyo
namic control mechanısm LO Iıplp keep a process mean
on target whenever dıscrete .ıaıa on manufactured
items are sequentiallv av.ı ıi.ılıu- .vn exterısıve litera-
ture exists deseribina tl ıser"ı f' •ıaıa process control,
two irnportant statistıcal ,f'lf'rences being Box and
Jenkins (1976) and mcr« '''('t'ntly. Pandir and Wu
(1983). In this literaturo '\i\" nrıds that the EWMA is
an irnportant member 'j! .ı ı.ır ze class of time series
models identified by Box and Jı-nkins as ARIMA mod-
els (Autoregressive, lntegrated, Maving Average
rnodels),

Coııclusiorı

The technology of industrıal quality control is a
continuum, beginning w ith sımple time plots of data
and proceeding to control chart methodologies of in-
creasirıg complexity. The Shewhart, CUSUM and
EWMA control charts all represent stages in this corı-
tinuum. The EWMA chart rnay be viewed as an al-
terrıative, or used in additıon to, the more familiar
Shewhart and CUSUM charts. But the EWMA chart
alsa gravides the quality ,:ontrol engineer with the
opportunity to begin to (onsıder real-time dynamic
control of .Qroç~s_sesusing discrete data. Most appli-

~ng_t~ch~~q"l!.~~ re~~~~ th~!..~he
operatar leav_~heprocess a~~ı:ı~ ~d~~i:!:.~-,-!h..e_~\y_~:"-
~an b~ı!!Q!oyed to mak e the_flQ~rat~F part of the
feedback control Ioop. - -. O .- .- -.-. -----

---------.
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Appendix

Substituting Yı = AYı_ı + (1 - A)YH into equation
(5) gives for the EWMA

Yl+ı = AYı + (1- A)[AYı_ı+ (1- A)Yı-ıl

= AYı + A(1- A)YH + (1- A)2YH

but

Yı-ı = AY,_2+(1- A)YI-2'

Thus

Yı+-ı = AYı + A(1- A)YH + A(1- A)2Yı_2+(I- >'J'Y,-2'

Employing equation (5) recursively we find that the
EWMA is a linear combination of the observations of
the form

Yı+ı = EWMA = L: WiYi
i-O

where the weights

Wj = A(l- AY-'.

Given the errors ei are independent with constant
variance, the varianee of the EWMA is

V(EWMA) = (Lwr)ır
I~O

= (A2+ A2(1- AL + A2(1- >.)4+ ••• Lt?

= A2ır/(1- (1- Af] = [>'/(2- >.)Jt?
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